## RND16371 Coach, ATSF #77
RND16372 Passenger Set, ATSF #1 (4)

## RND16373 BM #2932
RND16374 Passenger Set, BM #1 (4)

## RND16375 Coach, NYC #1607
RND16376 Passenger Set, NYC #1 (4)

## RND16377 SP #3501
RND16378 Passenger Set, SP #1 (4)

## RND16379 CN #108
RND16380 Passenger Set, CN #1 (4)

## RND16381 DRGW #1307
RND16382 Passenger Set, DRGW #1 (4)

### Model Features:
- Fine end handrails and ladders
- Clear windows and green-tinted clerestory windows
- Fully-assembled and ready to run
- Highly-detailed, injection-molded body
- Painted and printed for realistic decoration
- Body-mounted McHenry® operating scale knuckle couplers
- Weighted for optimum performance
- Machined metal wheels with RP25 contours
- Each Overton Passenger set contains 1 each of: Baggage, Combine, Coach and Observation car
- Coach in the four pack has a different road number than the single coach
- Minimum radius: 15”

### Prototype and Background Info:
At the turn of the late 1800s passenger train travel was much more like the stage coach that it had replaced. The Overton style passenger car is iconic to this era, a time of great expansion for the railroads with the transcontinental route and the settling of the Wild West. The railroads brought much change to the landscape of North America. Passenger trains of the time were the best way to get across the continent. The Overton passenger cars facilitated this new era of transportation.

Building on a rich tradition started in 1946, the Athearn® brand is home to the hobby’s best-loved models. Athearn has brought the joy of model railroading to you for 75 years, starting from our classic ‘Blue-Box’ kits to our most recent Genesis® 2.0 line. With accurate detailing and painting, Athearn is the brand that any hobbyist is proud to own and operate. No matter your era or favorite railroad, Athearn truly is “Trains in Miniature.”

### Price:
- **INDIVIDUAL**: $36.99
- **4-PACK**: $129.99